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INTRODUCTION

Revelations last summer that a Russian-backed disinformation campaign used major U.S. internet platforms to interfere with the 2016 presidential election sent shockwaves across the nation. Evidence has since emerged from intelligence findings, investigative reports, and corporate forensics providing a more complete picture of how this happened. Facebook, Google, and Twitter have each now confirmed that Russian agents coordinated efforts to disrupt the American political process by spreading divisive messages over their platforms. On Facebook alone, Russian influence reached over 125 million users.2 But much of what happened still remains unexplored.

The intersection of political disinformation and internet platform technologies has spawned not only a public policy debate but also a broader national conversation about the integrity of the American democracy. The scale, opacity, and influence of political communications on the largest digital platforms have resulted in tremendous public scrutiny of the leading U.S. internet firms. Top lawyers from Facebook, Google, and Twitter testified before the U.S. Congress in a series of globally publicized hearings in late 2017. During the course of those wide-ranging and often acrimonious sessions, congressional leaders made clear their view that these companies should have done more to detect and prevent Russian exploitation of their platforms. Alongside their alarm was the recognition that what is known about Russian activities may only be the tip of the iceberg of political disinformation.

The companies have promised to take voluntary action. Among the most widely discussed plans are those to enforce the labeling of political advertisements shared on their platforms; to inform users who have been exposed to Russian disinformation operations; and to create a searchable public database of digital advertisements including their content, sponsor, and targeting parameters. More recently, Facebook announced plans to overhaul their flagship News Feed algorithm to prioritize content shared by friends and family and downgrade text and video posted by brands and news organizations. They also plan to survey users’ trust in news sources, decreasing the visibility of untrusted outlets.

These are important, positive steps. But they will not be enough. This deep-rooted problem goes far beyond the scope of the current debate.

In this paper, we deliver a deeper examination of internet-based advertising and media platforms, and how they enable the dissemination of political disinformation. At present, the focus is largely on the role of Russian agents and the advertising technology stacks developed and operated specifically by Google, Facebook, and Twitter. However, the digital tools available to
disinformation campaigners are far from limited to the services offered by these three firms. These platform companies are at the center of a vast ecosystem of services that enable highly targeted political communications that reach millions of people with customized messages that are invisible to the broader public. In this analysis, we examine the entire toolbox of precision propaganda including:

- Behavioral data collection
- Digital advertising platforms
- Search engine optimization
- Social media management software
- Algorithmic advertising technology

This combination of interconnected tools is a brilliant technological machine that serves to align the economic interests of advertisers and the platform companies. The more successful the advertising campaign, the more money everyone makes. In this marketplace, all advertisers are essentially alike, whether they are pushing retail products, news stories, political candidates, or disinformation. When it comes to the application of these tools, all advertisers seek to emulate the most successful persuasive strategies. That means all the tools of behavioral data collection available for the purpose of targeting communications into highly responsive audiences—i.e. pre-filtered segments of demographically similar people that are easier to engage and persuade—are applied to the task of political disinformation.

The problem is that when disinformation operators leverage this system for precision propaganda, the harm to the public interest, the political culture, and the integrity of democracy is substantial and distinct from any other type of advertiser. Our thesis is that we must study the entire marketplace of digital advertising and disentangle the economic alignment of interests in order to find the best ways to constrain bad actors and minimize harm to the public.

Doing so presents a more complex, and perhaps more disturbing, picture of the problem. Absent this wider perspective, we cannot prepare policies to effectively deter disinformation operations.

The incident of Russian disinformation operations that sparked this controversy illustrates these assertions. The technologies the Russians employed are industry-standard digital advertising and marketing tools that can be readily adapted to any disinformation campaign operated by any actor. It is tempting to view Russian digital propaganda exclusively through a national security lens, rather than a political economic one. But political disinformation constitutes a public harm regardless of the propagator, and most disinformation in America is distributed by domestic actors. This more general problem is far more difficult to solve, not only because what constitutes “disinformation” is often contested, but also because many disinformation activities are likely entirely legal—and even protected under the First Amendment—in the United States. This creates a tremendous challenge with which internet platforms must actively grapple.

Based on the analysis presented here, we believe effective solutions must address the political economy of digital information markets. The financial interests that drive the core technologies of the leading internet platforms and the objectives of disinformation campaigners are often aligned. This is clearly not welcomed by the platforms,
but the shared interests are nonetheless present because the form of the advertising technology market perfectly suits the function of disinformation operations. These campaigns often deploy sensational themes and polarizing politics. This content draws and holds consumer attention, which in turn generates revenue for internet-based content. A successful disinformation campaign delivers a highly responsive audience that drives forward engagement on the platform and ultimately delivers more revenue for all parties.

This problem cannot be solved by simply blocking content attributed to Russian agents, or otherwise playing a game of censorship whack-a-mole with blunt-force attempts to delete particular content or bar particular speech. Such approaches will fail because these systems are highly adaptable and ephemeral, and even a well-resourced multinational will not be able to whack the moles fast enough. But more importantly, it will fail because much of the disinformation is legally protected political expression. Transparency about the sponsorship, reach, and targeting parameters of advertising will help. But transparency is most effective when it exposes a small number of bad actors whose behavior stands out in contrast to everyone else. If transparency reveals that the problem is systemic, it could have the effect of normalizing all but the most egregious behavior. Will it create disciplinary pressure on disinformation operators if a database of online advertisements that is infrequently viewed by users demonstrates that propaganda is epidemic on the platforms?

The path to finding better remedies necessitates a deeper understanding of the problem at hand. This paper seeks to broaden the focus from an analysis of digital ad buying to an analysis of the entire market for products and services related to driving sentiment over the internet. Our purpose here is to document the argument that political disinformation succeeds because it follows the structural logic, benefits from the products, and perfects the strategies of the broader digital advertising market. If that is correct, then we need to understand exactly how this ecosystem works. We need to consider how to differentiate political from non-political campaigns on internet platforms in order to focus on the kinds of practices that have an impact on democracy. We need to find creative ways to empower citizens to discern, expose, and discredit media manipulation. And we need to think critically about how to solve not just today’s problems of disinformation, but those of tomorrow.

**When disinformation operators leverage this system for precision propaganda, the harm to the public interest, the political culture, and the integrity of democracy is substantial and distinct from any other type of advertiser.**
Advertising is at the center of the internet economy, and its value is increasingly derived from the collection of behavioral data used to segment and target audiences. The business has evolved rapidly from a digital version of conventional ad placement involving agencies and publishers, to what is now a data-driven market focused on audience segmentation and targeted messaging. Algorithmic technologies determine the content, timing, and consumer audience for the delivery and display of online advertising. By vacuuming up huge quantities of personal information, firms across the digital advertising ecosystem—be they social media platforms, advertising exchanges, programmatic advertising agencies, or brand companies—can begin to infer an individual’s preferences and predict responsiveness to different kinds of ads.

It cannot be understated how important personal data is to the long-term sustainability and success of the digital advertising ecosystem. Data drives commerce on the internet; every consumer-facing internet company that has a major presence in online advertising collects and shares information about individuals to help their advertising clients succeed. It is similarly true for political campaigns that use voter files and demographic data to construct complex profiles of constituencies. And, it is also true for political disinformation campaigns.

While there is nothing technologically novel about tracking and profiling internet users for ad targeting, these practices nevertheless take on a different valence when the intelligence gleaned from behavior monitoring is used not to sell products but to manipulate and deceive voters. But how do companies in the digital advertising ecosystem collect this data? In the rest of this section, we will detail three categories of technologies in widespread use today that enable identification and profiling.

**Web Tracking**

When an internet user navigates to an article at a news website—www.bbcnews.com, for instance—hundreds of digital transactions take place behind the scenes. When a web browser retrieves and
loads a page, it delivers much more than just the substantive content. Most obviously, it loads third-party advertisements that have paid to appear on that page. But more importantly for our purposes, and invisible to the user’s eye, the page loads any inbuilt web tracking technologies. The most basic tracking technology is the standard web cookie.

Web cookies can either be “first-party” or “third-party.” Typically, first-party cookies are developed and placed by the owners of the website itself, while third-party cookies are developed and placed by other entities in partnership with the website owner. Often, websites deploy cookies to help the user seamlessly log in to the page and load an account. For instance, Barnes & Noble or Amazon might utilize a first-party cookie to help the online shopper log in to the site and maintain a real-time list of the items in a user’s digital shopping cart.

Just as often, however, websites deploy cookies, whether first- or third-party, to track a user’s activity on the site and potentially infer personal routines and behaviors. This kind of behavioral tracking is typically done so that the website or its affiliates and associates can, over time, infer such things as the preferences, interests, and beliefs of the user. That information can then be used, among other things, to target users for specific advertisements—about, say, the newest line of Hondas or Chanel perfumes, depending on personality and behavior as exhibited through past and real-time internet use.

The more behavioral data they are able to collect on users, the better they are able to serve them targeted ads that cater to their unique interests.

Behavioral data is stored by companies in large databases that record user activity over time. This data can be linked to an IP address, the unique identifier assigned to a particular computer or mobile device. However, many people often volunteer more personal information by making a credit card purchase, providing an email address, or connecting with that site using their personal online accounts, thus tying their behavioral data to their individual profile more closely. Some companies use this data exclusively for marketing their own products and services. Others sell it to data brokers that combine it with other data and sell it along to other marketers. Over time, behavioral data profiles can become large and detailed.

For internet companies that operate at a global scale, including search engines and social media platforms, there is tremendous potential value in maintaining behavioral data on users. There is a virtuous cycle in the collection of behavioral data for two primary reasons. First, the more behavioral data they are able to collect on users, the better they are able to serve them targeted ads that cater to their unique interests. Second, the better they are able show the most relevant content to the user, the longer they can keep that user on the platform, thereby maximizing potential advertising space for the user. This vertical integration of the practice of behavior tracking and the business of online advertising is central to the market power of global internet platforms.

In the case of platforms like Google, Facebook, and Twitter, user engagement with digital content—including ads, page likes, clicks on individual search results, or interactions with news feeds—can be recorded and compiled into behavioral data profiles, which can further empower these companies to target individual users with the content and ads most relevant to them. Typically, this type of behavioral data is privy only to the platform on which those interactions occurred. For reasons primarily of user privacy, competitiveness, and protection of intellectual property, it is in the platform’s interest to share the data with no one—including the original user whose actions generated the data. Among others, Google and Facebook have achieved tremendous commercial success through this vertical integration of behavior tracking and ad targeting.
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Because their purpose is tracking online activity and behavior, cookies are regarded by many as severely damaging to the typical internet user’s privacy. In Europe, for example, regulatory authorities have required that websites flash a browser warning to visitors if their site uses cookies.16 In light of this, some internet users choose to delete them. But websites and advertisers have over the years caught on to this; many websites deploy technologies called local shared objects (LSOs), also known as Flash cookies, to reinstall cookies that have been deleted by the user.17

Another common practice is embedding cookies in emails. Email cookies enable organizations to determine when and where an email was opened. Organizations deploying email tracking in this way can additionally determine the type of device on which the email was opened. These services are often implemented in much the same way that standard web-based cookies are deployed through insertion of a 1x1 pixel. The tracking service provider can see if this pixel has been downloaded on the email recipient’s device, or if it has been forwarded and downloaded onto other devices. These services are offered through ready-made software packages developed by a wide variety of firms.18 A recent report from one of these companies estimated that over 40 percent of all 269 billion emails sent every day is tracked.19

Apparel outfits like Nike or retailers like Macy’s may have an interest in email tracking to understand the level of customer engagement that different types of marketing emails receive. But perhaps more interestingly, web-based services like Amazon and Facebook have widely deployed email tracking, including through the emails they send their users to increase user engagement with their services. This form of email tracking can contribute to the vast stores of information these companies have about their users. Perhaps most critically, email tracking can help refine the service providers’ understanding of the user’s location habits.

Another internet tracking tool is called the web beacon. Also simply called beacons, these tools are programmed objects that are inserted into a web page, typically by a third-party partner that has paid for the privilege. When a user loads the page, the beacon loads too. The third party operator of the beacon receives the signal that a user has visited the website, also known as a server call. Upon receiving the call, the third party sends the web beacon to the site owner so that it can be rendered on the user’s browser.20

But the key to web beacons is that they are typically invisible or otherwise hard-to-detect for the user, because their purpose is not to serve content, but rather to know that the user has visited the page. Depending on what that page contains, the third party can begin to make inferences about the user’s preferences using web beacons, especially as they are often used to track real-time user actions on the page—such as a mouse clicks, hand movements, or hovering cursors. An advertising exchange that has installed web beacons across a network of websites can wield extraordinary power as it amasses a wealth of information after tracking the online movements of any visitors to those pages. All of this data can be associated with an individual’s IP address, personally identifying information, or persistent identifier. As advertisers gain access to that data to inform and drive their ad campaigns, they can execute highly targeted outreach to individuals based in part on data gathered from web beacons.

**Location Tracking**

Modern smartphones are tremendous technological marvels. They are also extraordinarily effective tracking devices. Each handset contains a satellite-powered technology developed by the U.S. government for military applications—the Global Positioning System. The GPS technology involves a network of over 30 satellites in orbit around the Earth, each of which beams its real-time position through a simple communications protocol to Earth’s surface. So long as a GPS-integrated device can receive positioning signals from at least four of
GPS Location Tracking on Modern Smartphones

In 2011, two independent UK-based researchers discovered a file on the iOS called consolidated.db. Upon unpacking the file, they created a visualization depicting an iPhone’s historical locations throughout the United Kingdom.

Apple thereafter ensured that it would store less location data locally, and that any it did store would be encrypted.

The finding reminded the public just how sensitive GPS location data could be, particularly as a company that possesses it could share it onward with data brokers, the advertising industry, and government agencies.
the GPS satellites, the device’s unique position can be triangulated with great accuracy and precision. This is the system that powers the smartphone mapping applications that are widely used and preloaded on nearly every device.

GPS location is not the only type of location data that phone manufacturers and system operators collect. Particularly in urban areas where GPS signals may be blocked by buildings, this data is often combined with cellular network triangulation, Wi-Fi SSIDs and Bluetooth connectivity to pinpoint the physical location of a user. Fine-grained, highly resolute location data is a valuable component of the advertising technology ecosystem because it can reveal a great deal of useful context for a person’s interests, preferences, beliefs, and behaviors.

Consider the types of information that can be gleaned from address-specific location data. A smartphone manufacturer or developer of a mobile operating system can predict with great confidence where a person lives, where he works, how he gets to work, who he spends time with, where and how he spends time with those friends, which brick-and-mortar business establishments he frequents, and what he does in his free time whether he plays baseball, watches movies, visits the local bar, or canvasses residences on weekends. This information about routine activity provides important signals about how to deliver targeted digital ads optimized to his personal interests.

Notably, the U.S. Supreme Court is presently considering a case that will determine whether law enforcement agencies must treat a person’s location data as so sensitive that it requires a warrant to access. Location data is captured by numerous commercial parties, which may include a consumer’s network operator and device manufacturer, as well as the operators of a individual’s mobile operating system and applications. Granting access to location data has become a standard part of enabling many popular mobile services, not limited to obvious ones like mapping services. Many modern apps—navigation, shared ride, gaming, and social media applications among them—do not include full functionality unless access to location data is granted. Users are often pressured to share their location data with a range of organizations, which can further opt to share user data or inferences gleaned from it with a variety of other third parties. Users typically have no knowledge of this sharing of data.

Location service, including GPS functionality, is typically an opt-out service on smartphones. Users can turn it off through their mobile operating system settings. But this is uncommon and often reversed because many popular applications like Yelp or Uber persistently request access to location data if the user disables location service or suspends the sharing of location data with those particular applications.

Once a user has activated location services and shared location data with applications, a series of further privacy issues can arise. Though applications ought to collect location data solely to enable the technical functionality of their service, there are no clear rules or regulations over the collection of location data in the United States. Instead, companies usually need only do what they commit to their users in the fine print of a privacy policy. This leads to situations where some mobile apps ask for or even require location data even though it is unclear how that data would benefit the functionality of the app. This is particularly alarming given the thriving data broker ecosystem and huge demand for historical location data.

And even if users do disable location services, mobile phone operating systems like the iOS and Android may still track location, including through triangulation of precise location using cell tower data.

Newer methods of tracking an individual’s location will likely continue to emerge in the coming years, both because of advances in technologies like virtual reality and artificial intelligence, but also because of run-of-the-mill oversights in security and data access. In late 2017, one researcher illustrated how any app that gains access to an iPhone user’s camera roll can also see where each photo in the
camera roll was taken if the user has enabled geotagging of photos.\textsuperscript{30}

### Cross-device Tracking

Consumers in the United States typically access the internet from not just one but several devices around the home and at work. Last year, the average North American household had more than seven internet-connected devices.\textsuperscript{31} For the digital advertising industry, this situation can be problematic. Advertisers often do not want to send duplicate advertisements to the same person over multiple devices.\textsuperscript{32} At a minimum, advertisers wish to track the number of times a user has seen a given advertisement, whether on web or mobile. While seeing the same advertisement can have a positive engagement effect on the potential customer, the advertiser will want to control when and where these ad deliveries occur.

To this end, the digital advertising industry has developed a suite of robust technologies that enable cross-device tracking. Some of these signals include information gleaned from IP address tracking, location data, and web tracking.\textsuperscript{33} While regulators and advocates have raised various concerns with this practice, particularly for individual privacy, consumers currently have few options but to accept whatever voluntary standards internet companies develop.\textsuperscript{34}

Once these cross-device inferences are made with high enough confidence, many companies—Apple, Facebook, and Google among them—may choose to associate what is known as a “persistent” or “unique” identifier with the user.\textsuperscript{35} This identifier then becomes the central anchor of user data collected across multiple applications, platforms, and devices. In the end, this can mean that those who try to maintain a certain level of privacy by using different devices cannot actually do so if they
log in to certain web services or otherwise transmit signals that service providers can decode.

A close relative to the practice of cross-device tracking is that of browser fingerprinting. A user’s browser fingerprint is typically a set of data about the set-up of their browser or operating system. It may include information about the user’s browser provider and version, operating system and version, language of preference, list of browser plugins, Do Not Track settings, ad blocker usage, time zone, and browser fonts among other information. Because there are so many possible configurations of browser settings, and users often tweak them to their liking, a browser fingerprint may be used to help identify an individual internet user. For instance, a widely-cited project developed by the Electronic Frontier Foundation in 2015 found that 84 percent of internet users who participated in the experiment produced unique browser fingerprints. Critically, one group of researchers recently showed that websites could track an internet user’s browser fingerprint even if the user were to use different browsers. Users may be able to limit their exposure either through the use of privacy-enhancing software like that offered by Ghostery and other firms, or by minimizing their use of such features as Flash and Javascript, among others. But all told, the advent of browser fingerprinting has in effect vastly increased the risk to user privacy.

**Implications for Disinformation Campaigns**

Disinformation propagators, like any other type of advertiser, benefit greatly from behavioral data collection. Their goal is to collect as much data about potential audiences as possible in order to tailor organic content—text, audio, or video that, unlike digital advertising, is posted on social media but which no entity necessarily pays to place or promote online—across media channels and target advertisements on internet platforms.

This can be done in a variety of ways. If the operator has one or more web properties, data can be collected directly through first-party cookies. Purveyors of disinformation often run fake news sites or blogs that carry content similar to that which they push over social media platforms. Behavioral data reflecting interaction with this content is particularly valuable for subsequent message development and ad targeting to specific demographic groups. Operators can also drop third-party cookies on other websites that carry content relevant to the campaign in order to expand the reach of collection. And they have a wealth of options for buying access to behavior and location data from commercial vendors like data brokers. In addition, the operator could link behavioral data from first-party cookies to personally identifiable information by collecting email addresses for subscription services or mobile phone numbers for text alerts.

Facebook also offers a popular service permitting it to track individual activity on third-party web sites that include Facebook engagement objects on their pages (e.g. “Like” buttons). Facebook is able to capture behavioral data—including data associated with both Facebook users as well as people who do not have a Facebook account—and link it back to its Audience Network service that allows clients to target advertisements outside of the Facebook application and on other mobile applications. This service does not deliver personal data to the advertiser, but it allows them to integrate it into Facebook’s advertising services. This is an effective way to segment various demographic groups and focus on individuals highly responsive to particular messages even if they do not have a Facebook account. Some regulators have in the past sought greater clarity on these practices and made certain requirements of the firm.

From all of this data comes a nuanced picture of current and potential audiences. The more disinformation operators know about their target audiences, the easier it is to find, manipulate, and deceive them.
The trove of user data acquired through digital tracking tools is applied to the cause of audience segmentation and targeted advertising, practices that over the past ten years have revolutionized the advertising industry. Advertisers have always attempted to create messages that would resonate with particular demographics: income, education level, gender, age, location, sexual orientation, language, and ethnicity. In the pre-internet era, this was an imprecise science. No longer. Major advertisers have shifted away from print and television. Last year, digital ad revenue surpassed television for the first time. The most desirable “publishing” outlets to maximize engagement are now internet platforms like Facebook, Google, and Twitter.

Over the past several years, internet companies have built increasingly effective tools for intelligently targeting digital ads toward individuals depending on their personal preferences. The business case is simple—the more relevant the ad, the more the user will engage with the advertisements they see and the longer they will stay on the platform. Real-time ad dispatch powered by programmatic ad buying carries so much value for advertisers that it has become the industry standard.

The targeting process is driven by data that comes from user-generated content or by directly tracking user behavior—either on the properties of the advertising network itself or from other websites. These datasets become large and detailed over time, permitting internet companies to compile specific profiles of various types of users of their services whose attention can be sold to advertisers. In addition to detailed demographic profiles, advertisers can over time infer the interests, preferences, beliefs, and behaviors of individuals as they interact with online content to create refined user profiles. They typically retain large databases of these profiles, which sometimes might even include people who are not active users of their services. One can imagine this database as...
AI Applications in Social & Digital Advertising

**Ad mediation** allows publishers to maximize ad revenues by searching different ad networks for the most relevant and best paying ads. Ad mediation software takes into account factors like the end user’s region and device, and AI is increasingly being used to optimize ads being served.

**Dynamic Creative Optimization** allows advertisers to optimize ad content for an end user. For instance, an airline could test how social media users react to factors like an advertised price or destination, or the timing of an ad, and then tailor ads to different groups of social media users.

Advertisers’ primary goal is to engage people to look at their brands, products, and campaigns. Machine learning and AI are deployed across the digital ecosystem to help advertisers with **audience development**: uncovering the customer groups that are likeliest to react to advertisements.

**Social Media Management** firms are integrating AI to offer advertisers an ever increasing set of tools to start, develop, and target social media campaigns.
a spreadsheet, one user per row, with columns sequentially indicating every user’s demographics, preferences, beliefs, and so on. We would note that while some of this data may be tied to personally identifiable information (PII), much of it is tied to individual user accounts maintained by internet companies and is generally unavailable in de-anonymized form to outside parties.

This database is then linked to what is known as an advertising technology platform. Through the platform, advertisers can select the communities they most want to reach through an advertising campaign. For instance, a small business that specializes in selling men’s sneakers in New York City might wish to target males aged 18-35 who are interested in basketball, have visited a major shoe manufacturer’s website in the past seven days, and live in that metro area. Modern advertising technologies allow them to do exactly this with tremendous accuracy and at low cost.\(^57\) Sophisticated advertisers will test variations of the same message across a wide variety of user profiles to optimize for the content and target profile that delivers the highest response. This kind of conditional testing can sometimes represent thousands of ads placed by the advertiser each day.

Because these services are delivered over advertising platforms that are typically powered by algorithmic sensing technologies more so than human review, targeted advertisements can be dispatched automatically across thousands of websites and social media feeds simultaneously. The engagement statistics are logged immediately and serve to train both the advertiser and the advertising platform algorithm on the most successful targeting strategies. The more money and time an advertiser spends on testing market segmentation and message responsiveness, the more effective they become at both refining and growing their lists of high response constituencies.\(^46\)

Advertisers today have a plethora of options in designing a digital ad. One key dichotomy, though, is that of content that appears in panel displays versus that which appears as promoted content in, for example, the user’s social media news feed. The former is the descendent of the traditional display ad, and might appear in a side panel next to search results or the news feed. The latter includes content that the advertiser might post to their social media account, and pay to promote so that it appears with more frequency in users’ social feeds.

The leading internet platforms have taken targeted advertising to another level by offering advertisers the ability to target ads at customer audiences.\(^49\) These audiences—or specific groups of people using a given internet service—typically comprise people who are known customers of the advertising brand. Customer audiences can be composed by advertising brands in a number of ways, but perhaps the easiest way is to collect their personal information—such as name, email address, or phone number—when they visit the brand’s website or brick-and-mortar store. For instance, Breitbart, the news and commentary platform, asks for visitors’ PII repeatedly throughout its website. Capturing personal contact information is standard practice for many online services. The purpose of this is twofold: first, to directly send them messages and offers over email, but perhaps more importantly, to know who their audience is so that Breitbart can target them on advertising platforms like Facebook that enable segmentation of audiences that match PII previously gathered by the advertiser.

Advertisers utilize still cleverer mechanisms to compose customer audiences. One of the best examples of a tool that enables this is the Facebook pixel, a 1x1 image that some web developers choose to insert on their pages to enable targeted advertising via Facebook. When an individual visits a website that has installed the pixel, Facebook can automatically receive data about that person’s visit to the page. Though transfer of PII to the website operator may not be a part of these informational transactions, the website owner may thereafter be able to target Facebook users who have visited their website and loaded the Facebook pixel within the past several months.\(^30\)
Customer audiences are often only the gateway to more expansive, automated outreach to a wider group of people. The leading internet platforms now enable advertising clients to upload customer audience lists and “remarket” their advertising campaigns to a wider group of like-minded people using those platforms. In the case of Facebook, this advertising feature is known as reaching a “lookalike” audience. In concept, an advertising brand could have a list of its 5,000 best representative customers, and wish to find more people like them. The brand could upload that list of email addresses or phone numbers of those 5,000 people to Facebook’s advertising platform. These email addresses are then matched to Facebook accounts to form a custom list. Through the ‘lookalike’ function, Facebook might then identify 50,000 more people who are similar to the client’s original list of 5,000 customers—with the total number of identified lookalikes depending in part on the size of the ad spend. These similarities could be based on any of the information the advertising platform possesses about them, including gender, ethnic affinity, or, for example, a special interest in a particular sport. This can help the advertising client reach a much larger audience of people, many of whom may have never interacted with the client’s brand before. If and when one of those new potential customers visits the client’s website, the client could collect their personal information and continue building its base customer audience.

Over time, the advertiser and its associates—sometimes including advertising agencies or advertising platforms—can continue to refine the advertiser’s outreach list and use algorithms to better target potential customers and identify lookalike audiences. Further conversion tracking technologies—web tools that help advertisers measure the success of their digital advertising, which might include web beacons, mobile app monitoring scripts, or actual sales information—can also be applied to better target future ads and engage customers as effectively as possible.

Implications for Disinformation Campaigns

The tools of audience segmentation and targeted advertising are the most important features of digital advertising for disinformation campaigns. All of the behavior tracking tools, collection of personal information, and audience profiling that disinformation operators might utilize are largely aimed at increasing the effectiveness of targeted advertising. Organic content posted on social media can only stretch the reach of disinformation to those users who follow the feeds of the disinformation provider or see the posts of friends who recirculate that type of content. To reach new audiences with different demographics and preferences or to blanket a social media platform at scale with particular messages requires display advertising or paid promotion of content that is otherwise posted organically. These are increasingly common tactics among disinformation campaigns—profiled for example in a recent report on campaign tactics used...
ahead of national elections in Kenya.\textsuperscript{53}

These ad buys deepen engagement with known audience segments and broaden engagement to new ones. They also boost content that is clearly popular over a threshold where it might go viral and enjoy wide distribution to tens of millions of users via the network effects of large internet platforms. On top of these benefits, the disinformation campaign gets the support of the ad platforms’ own built-in intelligence about targeting (e.g. taking custom lists and building lookalikes) and in turn contributes to making that algorithm smarter and smarter with each new message and audience segment that is tested. In other words, the more successful the ad buy (including disinformation), the more effective the successive ad buys will be because the ad platform has learned more about the best targets. This is the virtuous cycle of advertiser and ad platform; both benefit from the success of the other.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

The search algorithm sits at the center of the internet economy, steering billions of internet users each day to sites that appear at the top of the results page. A multi-billion dollar industry has developed that is dedicated to optimizing search engine results for all kinds of commercial websites through careful observation and reverse engineering of the Google search page rank algorithm. Most of the tools and tactics in this industry are above-board and dedicated to lifting company websites to the top of the rankings for particular search terms. However, other techniques—known collectively as “black hat SEO”—are designed to trick the algorithm and dominate search results for a few hours of the news cycle before Google corrects the distortion. This is a critical weapon in the arsenal of the precision propagandist.

An important tactic of disinformation campaigns is the strategic manipulation of search engine results pages (SERP). Numerous reports published since the 2016 election have highlighted very unusual search results on sensitive topics. For example, a week after the election, the top news listing in a Google search for “final election results” was a link to an obscure blog called “70 News” that claimed Donald Trump won the popular vote.\textsuperscript{54} In January 2017, search terms related to U.S. intelligence reports on Russian interference in the American election returned a majority of top links pointing to Russia Today content denying the allegations.\textsuperscript{55} In early October, after the horrific terrorist shootings in Las Vegas, top-ranking search results the next morning on Google were conspiracy blogs that claimed the shooter was an anti-Trump liberal with links to ISIS.\textsuperscript{56}
How is this happening? Google says that these are glitches in their algorithms that will be swiftly remedied. That may sometimes be true. But these incidents are potentially the result of intentional efforts to manipulate commercial search algorithms to steer users towards particular content. Google has been dealing with these problems for years. Most incidents are competitive attempts by marketers to steer potential customers to one product rather than another. The efforts of disinformation operations to manipulate search is a newer phenomenon. It has caused repeated embarrassments for Google.

Allowing that Google is working hard to combat this kind of distortion in search results, this cat-and-mouse game nevertheless continues to produce disturbing incidents that privilege conspiracy and falsehood over news and facts in search results. That matters because without question, search results on news topics play a role in shaping public opinion. And because Google owns over 75 percent of the search market in the United States, the integrity of its search algorithm is directly connected with the integrity of public debate. The fact that search manipulation succeeds despite Google’s wealth and technical capacity is a testament to how much effort is going into gaming the system.

Companies are spending almost three times as much to optimize organic search results as they are to buy search ads.

It is not clear who is doing this, but it is clear what they want. The primary objective for those trying to shape opinion with search engines is to drive their content to the top of the search results page. Studies show that about a third of internet surfers click on the first non-advertising link in the search results. The top five search results get around 75 percent of the traffic. The first page of links (top 10) gets 95 percent. Hence, there is huge incentive to be at the top, whether you are selling tennis shoes or publishing political news. This has spawned an industry known as search engine optimization (SEO) that is big enough to go toe-to-toe with Google and win with surprising frequency. The entire internet content industry is in many ways organized in response to Google’s algorithm.

SEO is big business. To get a sense of it, consider that Google’s total revenue from all search advertising in 2016 was $24.6 billion. That is what advertisers paid to serve ads on search results pages. The size of the industry—SEO—that seeks to occupy the top unpaid spots on the search results page is estimated to be $65-70 billion in annual revenue. If this estimate is correct, companies are spending almost three times as much to optimize organic search results as they are to buy search ads. That is extraordinary given that Google’s search ad business is an historic money-maker.

The costs involved with SEO are a function of the complexity of the problem that optimizers are trying to solve. Google’s search algorithms—known collectively as Hummingbird—utilize a legendary set of 200 different (secret) ranking signals to determine search rank. Included in this system is machine learning software known as RankBrain. It is constantly updated. By one estimate, Google changes its search algorithm five to six hundred times each year. These updates impact search results and therefore revenues, and consequently they are tracked carefully by the SEO industry. In addition, Google publishes a lengthy set of guidelines for its search quality evaluators. These are thousands of people around the globe that Google contracts to evaluate search results based on numerous factors. The results submitted by the evaluators are integrated into the search algorithm, but they are not a direct proxy for it.

The entire mission of SEO is essentially to reverse-engineer the moving target of Google’s search algorithm in order to modify websites to achieve a higher search rank. But of course, they don’t have clear guidance from Google about how it works. What they do have are the results of innumerable trial-and-error searches that can be painstakingly examined in A/B tests to identify which features
of a website are favored by Google’s search rank. It is like measuring shadows on the wall to draw the objects that made them.

Over time, the industry has settled on standard practices that form the basis for any conventional SEO strategy. These techniques include standard methods of website architecture, content formatting, and link building (i.e. getting as many other sites as possible to link to your site). They are very common across the commercial web. This “white hat” SEO work adjusts websites to fit how Google crawls, indexes, searches and ranks. These tactics are consistently applied and designed to put a company website in the top ranks and keep it there.

But there are other tactics that are episodic and ephemeral, sometimes known as “black hat” SEO. They are designed to put a particular webpage or set of pages in the top ranks for a short period of time (e.g., a news cycle). These tactics are especially important to disinformation campaigners. Some of these tools are “black hat” SEO operations that attempt to trick the Google search algorithm into assigning a search rank that does not correspond to quality content, source reputation, or even topic relevant responsiveness to the query.

Boiling it all down, most of the SEO business (and in turn the search business) is about three things—content, links, and reputation. These are the common denominators of the numerous SEO guides and handbooks available to companies.66 And they are the basic components of both white hat and black hat SEO techniques.

• **Content**: Google’s algorithm crawls the semantic structure of entire pages to determine how well search terms are matched. The richer and more specific the content, the better the rank. Keywords matter to some degree, especially in the anchor text of a URL, page titles, and article headers. A logical link structure between sites within a domain, mobile friendly display, and a speedy load time are also now standard SEO recommendations.

• **Links**: The centerpiece of SEO is link building—getting other websites to link to yours (backlinks). Backlinks from highly credible sites increase the score; backlinks from spammy sites damage it. Social media links (through Facebook and Twitter) appear to also count, but not as much as organic backlinks.

• **Popularity**: SEO success breeds more success because click-through-rate (CTR) is also a factor in search rank. Every time a user clicks through a search result, the page and domain reputation improves. Fresh articles on similar topics that also draw attention increase the rank further. Ad buys on the search page do not contribute to CTR reputation. However, they do help zero-in on the keywords that deliver the best conversion rates and contribute to optimized content.

None of these elements of SEO is inherently illegitimate, nor do they indicate any inbuilt bias in the search algorithm. However, they can all be gamed to some degree—particularly if the objective is to dominate search results pages for a short period of time.

With so much money and technique pouring into SEO, it is fair to conclude that anomalous and distorted search results are not always attributable to glitches. They are there because someone spent money and effort to put them there—through both legitimate and illegitimate means. And judging by the frequency of reports about distorted search results, it appears to be working.67 It is worth repeating that intentional distortion of search results is not a new phenomenon. But its relevance to the emerging practice of comprehensive disinformation campaigns does appear to be novel.

And Google’s usual reaction—to change the algorithm to frustrate the cheaters—is trickier to implement. When SEO results in a search page include disinformation that appears to lean in a partisan or ideological direction, it puts the search engine operator in a much more difficult position. If they “fix” it, they will be accused of bias by one
side. If they don’t, they will be accused of bias by the other. In the meantime, they endure the discomfort of periodic explanation about why search results appear to support a disinformation campaign. Whether or not these incidents are the result of underhanded SEO is almost never transparent to the user.

We can see evidence of these “black hat” SEO tactics at work when search results on a particular news topic are dominated by blogs with similar (usually extreme) viewpoints that push more credible news sources out of the first page. The content on each page is typically rich—diving deep into a specific topic. It is then published and republished in slightly varied forms with high frequency to keep the freshness factor high. Then, a coordinated set of domains publishing similar stories link to one another as often as possible, generating a robust backlink economy that is hard to match for other stories in a short, noisy news cycle. These links are then aggressively promoted through social media and advertising spends, pushing up the number of social media links as well as the CTR. One example of how this is done—reputed to be a popular current tactic—is coordinated posting of a particular URL (or URLs) on Reddit. Hundreds or thousands of posts across relevant Reddit sub-threads are crawled and indexed by Google’s search algorithm and may play a role in driving up search rank before Reddit moderators intervene or Google spots an anomaly.68

From a technical perspective, this flurry of interlinked activity on a breaking news topic will be hard to distinguish from a genuine media event, until users start complaining that the search results are dominated by Russian propaganda, conspiracy blogs, and other forms of disinformation.

In response to periodic reports of disinformation in search results, Google has pledged increased vigilance in updating its algorithm to outfox SEO mercenaries. They have been highly successful in the past in identifying and shutting down common “black hat” tactics, and have even created search-rank penalties for those that use them.69 It is unclear whether these are a substantial deterrent. Meanwhile, in a new initiative called Project Owl, Google has pledged to offer users the ability to flag when autocomplete (when search fills in a suggested search term based on the first words typed) or snippets (content featured as highly relevant on the search results page) produce a problematic result.70 There is also the Trust Project, an initiative spearheaded by media researchers and news organizations dedicated to measuring and describing trust indicators for news content and working with Facebook, Twitter, and Google to make those descriptions available to users.71 Each of these initiatives intends to address the prevalence of disinformation by steering search results to more credible/authoritative content based on different forms of user input. But in a sign of just how challenging it is to parse good content from bad, Google has been criticized for marginalizing certain views and perspectives.72

Implications for Disinformation Campaigns

The evidence of reported anomalies in search results suggests that SEO has been used as a disinformation tactic in the past. And it is reasonable to assume this will continue as long as it is effective. More inquiry is needed to determine how widespread this phenomenon might be and whether it is differentiated according to market, language, or topic. Further, SEO may play an outsized role less in the promotion of clearly false content but rather in the gray zone between malicious disinformation campaigns and the digital media channels that profit (either commercially or politically) from promoting these stories and themes. These sites may have built legitimate credibility and popularity (with click-through-rates and a backlink economy
to validate that status) but leverage SEO on occasion for the cynical purpose of amplifying misinformation.

We should also watch for evidence of SEO tactics being used in ways that are analogous to how zero-day attacks (cybersecurity breaches using previously unknown flaws in popular software) are used by hackers. Disinformation campaigners may identify ways to inappropriately amplify search rank and then deploy that tool in a one-off effort to promote a story during a particular news cycle, betting that they will achieve viral distribution before Google can respond and shut it down. Notably, there is virtually no alignment of interests between black-hat SEO and Google (or Bing and Yahoo for that matter). Distorted search results damage the search engine brand and send users looking for alternatives. This should be an area where the companies are inclined towards collaboration with other stakeholders to stamp out practices that cause public harm. Combatting search manipulation may be an early opportunity to apply a common strategy across corporate policy, media consumption research, and user engagement.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

A new breed of digital marketing company—the social media management service (SMMS)—may represent the most promising intersection of machine learning algorithms and advertising technology. The SMMS offers advertisers a fully-integrated solution that pre-configures campaigns with multiple messages for different targeted audiences across both standard social media posts and paid content. The software draws on complex behavioral data analytics, engages in real-time social media listening to place the right message at the right time, and coordinates across multiple channels simultaneously and automatically. It tests and learns to optimize persuasive power for every dollar spent. It is a brilliant innovation for advertisers. It is a finely tuned disinformation machine for the precision propagandist.

Over the past ten years, a wide variety of social networks have emerged as platforms for people around the world to connect with others. While the largest and most visible social network is clearly Facebook, social networks come in many forms for many different groups of people. YouTube allows anyone to openly share and view videos online; Twitter is the most noted micro-blogging
site on the web; and Snapchat grew exponentially in popularity among adolescents who wanted to connect with each other over their own private ephemeral messaging service. The list of leading social media websites, however, extends far beyond those few leading American brands. There are dozens of online social networks and virtual communities that can claim at least 1 million users, and each of them offers a platform over which ideas and content can be shared at a quick pace.

Given the importance and reach of social media, advertisers have quickly recognized the tremendous value that can be gained out of executing well-timed and well-targeted advertising campaigns over social networks. But traditionally, they have had one major problem: How can they simultaneously manage effective campaigns across several different social networks in real time in a way that optimizes for impact at low cost?

Over just the past few years, a thriving new industry of “social media management platforms” has emerged to help brands address the headache of managing ad campaigns and content sharing over multiple social media channels.73 Led by brands such as Hootsuite, Sprinklr, Hubspot, and Sprout Social, this sector includes firms that help customer brands efficiently manage their social media accounts and coordinate campaigns.

Imagine a global soft drink brand like Pepsi that wishes to develop a marketing campaign for a new line of seltzers. Instead of having its marketing team manually manage the brand’s Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other social media accounts individually on each of those social media websites, Pepsi would most likely wish to empower the marketing team to manage all of those accounts through one global interface.

That is precisely what the social media management platforms offer. By enabling clients to create content and share it in just a few clicks through Hootsuite’s commercial web application, brands are able to better control their marketing messages, including through the content they develop, the platforms where they choose to share it, the timing of when they wish to push it, and the audiences they wish to target.

But the management of a client’s social media accounts is not limited just to creating efficiencies in sharing or promoting content to targeted audiences. As the social media management industry becomes more competitive and newer players emerge, platform providers are increasingly trying to feature more automation in their services to empower their clients to drive media campaigns with even less human involvement.74 Critically, social media management platforms are now integrating machine learning algorithms into the client workflow to power recommendations about ad audience, content, timing, and other factors.75

Platform providers are increasingly trying to feature more automation in their services to empower their clients to drive media campaigns with even less human involvement.

This kind of technology can have tremendous commercial impact for brands that wish to develop a robust marketing campaign. Notably, social media management platforms now enable clients to create contingency-based outreach strategies. In such scenarios, clients can set their accounts to initiate a particular advertising approach or campaign if and when certain events happen.76 For instance, a customer-facing brand like Sprite could create a contingency to trigger promoted advertisements about their drink anytime LeBron James appears in a Sprite-related hashtag or whenever the Cleveland Cavaliers are playing on television.

This full suite of advertising technologies can come together to prodigious effect in the context of political communications. Political advertisers might start by deciding to attempt to reach certain
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online audiences with a persuasive message about why a political candidate is or isn't optimal for individual voters. To determine which groups of people are best to target online, they could begin to collect personal and behavioral data from them—which could be purchased from political entities and data brokers, or harvested online through alternative means. Through the use of SMMS platforms and other services, political communicators can then begin to segment these various audiences by demographic background, geolocation, and other signals. SMMS platforms can then help political advertisers blend the tools we have heretofore described to help the communicator create a persuasive campaign that engages voters at once with promoted and organic content on social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter, in addition to display ads on YouTube and Google Search. Certain features of SMMS can also allow advertisers to manage contingency-based, automated content placements, such that the client is enabled to automatically begin an online ad and content campaign according to event contingencies, be they a statement by the U.S. president, an announcement by a foreign actor, an electoral candidate’s victory, or a sudden public outcry on a particular issue like an incident of local hate crime. And over time, they can continue to refine their knowledge of the individual profiles of each person they are tracking through a combination of real-time listening and other online services.

The entire toolbox of advertising technologies can be packaged together into coordinated campaigns that utilize both human and machine intelligence to optimize marketing.

The modern SMMS should be able to help the client develop and maintain an automated response for every single combination of components in this multi-dimensional grid of contingencies. More critically, the SMMS service could begin automating actions on behalf of the political client based on different contingencies that happen in the political sphere in real time. For instance, as the SMMS continually manages the outlay of the content of the client’s political campaign, the SMMS could automatically record past ad targeting parameters so that it can refine and adjust them over time for optimal impact. Additionally, the SMMS could empower the client to execute further ad buys that segment its customer audience in different ways—whether using aggregate geographic or other demographic data features. SMMS and other client services could even help the client monitor more subtle sentiments among the voting population using social media listening services. These services could furthermore trigger these internet-based campaign responses on an automated basis, so that if many people begin tweeting with negative sentiments about a statement made by, say, the Turkish president, the SMMS-determined campaign is triggered and targeted at those tweeters.

Implications for Disinformation Campaigns

The SMMS industry demonstrates a point we have been alluding to throughout this paper—that the entire toolbox of advertising technologies can be packaged together into coordinated campaigns that utilize both human and machine intelligence to optimize marketing. If disinformation campaigns are not yet making use of these services (or adapting them for in-house application), it is only a matter of time until they do. The increasingly automated, contingency-based nature of these management services make them an optimal fit for disinformation operations that must respond to current events with rapid efforts to steer users to a particular interpretation of the news story. The SMMS can digest large amounts of behavioral data tracked over time, produce demographic ad targeting parameters, and refine them as new visitors land on the site as a result of organic and promoted content. The service can interface with Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube simultaneously and leverage
both its own data set and the advertising technology algorithms offered by the platforms.

Listening to social media to map sentiment, pre-loading both organic and promoted content distribution, and coordinating across multiple platforms and sites in order to create a backlink economy that drives SEO—these are weapons of choice for disinformation. Once again, there is nothing inherently nefarious about these tools themselves. They are perfectly legal and for the most part even align with the economic interests of the platforms. All parties in this ecosystem benefit financially from successful advertising campaigns. They have developed brilliant tools to achieve more consistent persuasion. But they have also opened the door to abuses that harm the public by weakening the integrity of democracy.

Consider, for instance, a more sophisticated agent of the Russian government that wants to subvert a future U.S. electoral process. It could choose to set up a shell company that places ads into social networks. Through an SMMS platform, either developed in-house or acquired through a service provider, it could track social media sentiments across all major U.S. congressional districts in the weeks of early voting leading up to election day. Using the platform tools, it could infer how many people have gone to the polls in each district by election night. And finally, it could target a voter suppression content campaign at those districts in which not many voters have yet cast their ballots. While it is probable that propagators of disinformation did not go to these sophisticated lengths in 2016, they will very likely become well-equipped to do so not long in the future.77

All parties in this ecosystem benefit financially from successful advertising campaigns. They have developed brilliant tools to achieve more consistent persuasion. But they have also opened the door to abuses that harm the public by weakening the integrity of democracy.
In addressing AI, experts often compare “strong” AI and “weak” AI.79 Strong AI is so named because it has general applicability to many problems and situations, much the same as a human’s intelligence. This conceptual form of AI is also called “artificial general intelligence,” an example of which could be HAL 9000, the AI system that controlled the airship in 2001: A Space Odyssey. Such a sophisticated AI has not yet been developed; most scientists and engineers believe that we are still decades away from achieving strong AI.80

Weak AI, on the other hand, is all around us. Weak AI can take the form of advanced machine learning systems, which are deployed in such applications as self-driving cars, creditworthiness decision-making, page ranking in Google Search, and content ranking in social media news feeds. Another area where weak AI is taking hold is in advertising technology.81 Weak AI has the capacity to understand a narrow environment, typically with a degree of memory and computational power many orders of magnitude higher than average human intelligence. In an application like decision-making for financial credit, a weak AI that utilizes machine learning techniques can quickly study millions of past examples of creditworthiness decisions—also known as a “training set”—and can learn about how to most effectively execute future creditworthiness decisions remarkably quickly. Such automation could potentially obviate the necessity for any sort of human intervention in the credit decision-making process.82

The value of weak AI, including machine learning, extends deep into the digital advertising space. Brands typically wish to programmatically reach the people who are most likely to react to their
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products or messages. Similarly, publishing and customer engagement platforms like social media services wish to help brands advertise as quickly and efficiently as possible. Given the wealth of personal data available to advertising networks, the wide variety of advertising clients and their needs, and the real-time nature of digital ad-serving, AI can connect brands to their optimal audience more effectively than any other existing technology. This new application of AI has already raised certain ethical concerns among experts and consumer advocates.

One example of AI at work in this space is in digital ad mediation, the process of connecting a mobile publisher or consumer engagement platform (such as the New York Times or Twitter mobile applications) with a brand in real time to serve a display ad to the end user. Needless to say, given the volume of content and billions of users of mobile applications, mediation is most effectively accomplished through programmatic, or automated, ad serves. Mobile publishers typically work through any number of ad networks to place the ad that will provide highest revenue to the publisher. This market is set up so that the ad network knows as much as possible about the publisher’s users and the brand’s qualities, so as to maximize aggregate user engagement with the ads they see. It is easy to see how a weak AI machine learning system can be trained over time to bring in optimal revenues for publishers while also serving the needs of advertisers.

Mediation can bring extraordinary efficiency to the advertising industry, but existing applications of AI do not end there. Firms are starting to explore combinatorial testing of digital ads, so that advertising agencies, publishers, and brands can understand how different personalities react to ads that might differ in content, timing of delivery, medium of delivery, or some other variable. There are strong similarities between this type of advertising industry AI and the Google-developed AI that recently defeated a Go master. The Go AI was trained to explore different combinatorial contingencies in the game by automatically playing out many different scenarios and making a determination of what the next best move would be based upon its understanding of the contingency matrix.

Another rapidly expanding use case of AI in advertising is with lookalike audiences. As discussed earlier, social media networks enable clients to upload customer lists to create an audience for an ad campaign—presumably consisting of people very likely to come back to the store for another future purchase. But companies like Facebook further enable the creation of lookalike audiences—comprising users the company believes share similarities to those in the client’s original customer audience list. As social media companies search their user lists for similarities in personalities and preferences between different groups of people, it is natural that such functions will only be exponentially aided with the integration of AI-powered analysis and decision-making.

One of the most effective applications of artificial intelligence that is still evolving rapidly is in the space of social media management software. This is a sector in which leading service providers like Hootsuite, Sprinklr, and Lithium Technologies enable clients to understand public sentiments about their brand, often to a granular local level; queue content and advertising campaigns that can be pushed out at the click of a button; and match that sentiment analysis with prepared ad campaigns in real time, so that as soon as a certain incident or event occurs, the ad campaign can be automatically triggered for public release. As discussed previously, AI can aid the efficiency and impact of social media management to tremendous effect.

Integration of AI will not end here. The industry is constantly innovating to bring AI into automated decision-making processes, particularly those that fuel the central profit-making functions of these companies—namely, advertising technology. Because of the challenges AI presents to consumer privacy and individual autonomy, many have questioned such integrations. The leading internet
companies have begun conversations with civil society about these issues, but it is a massive public education challenge to alert communities about the inherent ethical challenges related to AI and engage them in discussion of solutions.

**Implications for Disinformation Campaigns**

The rapid advance of AI technology development is supercharging the digital advertising industry. Techniques that have been around for many years are now much more effective and scalable. AI will solidify the dominance of digital advertising over all other media channels. It will in turn greatly enhance political advertising online. What is possible from election cycle to election cycle in terms of precision voter targeting will leap forward. And with it, the troubling power of disinformation campaigns will grow as well. At its core, the marriage of advertising technology and political propaganda is nothing more than applying the tools of the industry—behavioral data analysis, audience segmentation, and tailored message targeting—to the task of exploiting prejudice. AI will create advance capability in each stage of the process. This prospect begs the question of what could or should be done to arrest this trend, or at least to manage its negative consequences for the public interest.

This analysis of digital advertising technology and its relevance to disinformation online is designed to broaden the focus in the current public debate beyond Russian operatives buying ads on social media. The problem is much bigger than that and the issues of concern are more diverse. Our analysis points to the core challenge of disentangling the alignment of interests between the commercial pursuits of digital platform companies and the success of disinformation-based political advertisers.

It is a mistake to fixate on Russia. Russia is one of many online disinformation operators targeting Americans. Future disinformation campaigns may just as likely be run by domestic operators as foreign ones. These operators will most likely leverage the most dominant U.S. internet platforms to reach tens upon hundreds of millions of Americans. The full range of these disinformation campaigns could produce a grave public harm. In particular, they can progressively weaken the integrity of our democracy by separating citizens from facts and polarizing our political culture.
The next generation of disinformation operators will use a robust toolset of digital advertising to pursue their goals. Understanding how this may work requires a thorough analysis of the dominant practices and technologies in the digital advertising industry. It is much more than buying ads on Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter. The true power of the advertising technology market lies in a combination of tools that prepare and enhance these ad buys. Vast efforts go into behavioral data collection to segment audiences with precision and target them with variations of different messages most likely to produce a response. The data analysis is the rocket fuel for targeted advertising on social media platforms and in the broader digital marketing industry. And increasingly, the data analysis and the targeting is handled by machine learning algorithms that grow ever more sophisticated.

Meanwhile, the campaigns themselves, while designed by the marketing operators, are implemented and optimized by AI. This technology is developing rapidly and is becoming increasingly effective at identifying, targeting, and persuading audiences. This AI-driven world will enable a single operator to deploy a disinformation campaign with real-time social media sentiment analysis, multi-channel automated content distribution through organic posts as well as ad buys, and contingency-based responses to current events. Add on top of this the potential of “black hat” SEO to punch a story or a topic through the noise floor of social media and make it go viral.

Unfortunately, this confluence of AI-driven technology and advertising practice means that even poorly executed disinformation campaigns will achieve results because they will benefit from similar, better ones that have taught the algorithms. It is quite possible that the Russian disinformation campaign worked in spite of mediocre tradecraft. Their targeting efforts were reportedly unsophisticated; they simply took advantage of the basic tools of today’s information markets that are designed to deliver targeted persuasive messages to tens of millions of people at low cost and with little transparency. Moreover, they benefited from the fact that there were many other domestic political actors doing similar things—running paid and unpaid content on social media to promote salacious, divisive, or emotionally manipulative political messages. Once AI-driven audience targeting has locked onto a successful combination of demographics, messages, and attention-spending user behavior, it will naturally steer all similar content into the same pathways. These platform economics are designed to help advertising succeed.

Disinformation campaigns are functionally little different from any other advertising campaign, and the leading internet platforms are equipped with world class technology to help advertisers reach and influence audiences. That is the business. As such, the economic incentives of the platforms and the political objectives of disinformation operators are aligned. We must grapple with this political economic linkage if we are to make progress.

We conclude by offering a set of high-level principles that we believe should guide the work ahead. We believe a combination of new corporate policy, public law, user expectations, and civic norms in an era of algorithmic disinformation can address this problem. Further, we suggest preliminary directions for regulatory inquiry for ad technology. These are exploratory conclusions in a field that requires substantial technical research and legal analysis. We intend to publish further analysis in the months ahead that builds on the problem statement presented here with more detailed proposals. For the purposes of this
conclusion, we reserve ourselves to offering a high-level structure for the next phase of work. Some of these ideas are reflected in current efforts and have been elevated by other analysts and observers. But we believe the challenge is very large, and therefore our response must be commensurately ambitious from the halls of Capitol Hill to the C-Suites of Silicon Valley to the handsets of everyday internet users.

- **Transparency:** We need to conceive a thorough regime of transparency in political advertising that does not aim merely for parity with old technologies but rather to meet the needs of a digital public sphere. There are at least three angles on transparency to consider: how political advertisers label content for sponsorship disclosure; how users are notified about exposure to known disinformation after the fact; and how platforms make available information about political ads (e.g. sponsor, spend level and targeting parameters). Further inquiry might seek to refine current proposals about labelling political ads in digital media. But more importantly, we should examine how platform companies follow through on a pledge to create a searchable digital advertising database that includes information about sponsorship and targeting to determine its efficacy in curbing bad behavior. Moving beyond voluntary transparency measures, however, any proposal to mandate transparency must be vetted against First Amendment and free expression concerns.

- **Security:** Although cybersecurity has not featured prominently in the disinformation debate, it should be understood as an essential part of the solution. Frequently, disinformation and cyberattacks are a paired phenomenon. Hackers breach email accounts or sensitive files and spill the contents into the media, often commingling truth and falsehood. If sensitive data is insecure and citizens are never sure whether disinformation campaigns are referencing real but stolen secrets or merely fabricated nonsense, we cannot easily navigate out of this crisis. Moreover, we have no clear norms about how publishers, platforms and consumers will treat digital advertising that promotes this kind of information.

- **Public Education:** The dysfunction in our political media system is driven in no small part by the demand for salacious, divisive, and hyperbolic content. Entertainment will always trump civics lessons when it comes to consumer demand, but we can do more to prioritize the virtue of a well-informed polity in our education system, counteract the tactics of disinformation through digital literacy projects, and give platform users technical options to choose a healthier information diet. We observe numerous efforts along these lines. The best results should be surfaced and scaled to reach as broad an audience as possible.

- **Public Service Journalism:** Our media system did not devolve overnight. It has been a decades-long process during which we have done little as the quantity of objective, public service journalism declined and the market replaced it with infotainment. We must reverse this trend. Part of this project is to confront the role of advertising technology in shifting revenues out of traditional news businesses. But this work also includes a concerted effort to build and sustain journalism— from the local to the global—that does not rely on advertising for its lifeblood. This starts by supporting numerous efforts to fill the void of community newsrooms, but also includes a special focus on investigative reporting.

- **Corporate Responsibility:** The leading internet platforms have responded to this crisis by pledging a number of voluntary moves to push back on disinformation. These include a transparent advertising database, increased human review of ad buys, and support for media literacy work. This should continue. Increased focus could be placed on making tools available to users that can help to verify the trustworthiness of content, to provide
multiple viewpoints on a topic, and to flag disinformation.

- **Consumer Empowerment:** The centrality of consumer data for disinformation campaigns begs the question of how we can empower consumers to gain more visibility and control over what data about them is collected, how it is used, and how they see content in social media based on this data. For example, consumers might be given the option to adjust the signals the algorithm prioritizes to customize a social media news feed. Or they might be provided an option to see the sequential flow of posts from social media contacts without the intervention of the filtering algorithm.

**Preliminary Approaches to Ad Tech Regulation**

This paper has identified a core unsolved public policy problem: How do we minimize the public harms that come from the exploitation of behavioral data for paid targeting of political content in the service of disinformation campaigns? The likely primary avenues for establishing legal restrictions to address this problem are election law, privacy regulations, and consumer protection law. How those areas of law can or should be applied will vary across national jurisdictions and legal systems, and will in part turn on their interaction with legal protections for free expression. We intend to explore these areas of potential regulation in the next phase of our work, but offer some preliminary thoughts here:

- **Political Campaigns and Elections:** The lowest hanging fruit in this agenda is to require more transparency for campaigns and other political actors that use internet platforms to advertise. These rules exist for campaigns (though they have not been effectively enforced), but the scope of inquiry here should consider the platforms’ responsibilities as well. The FEC has recently taken a small step in this direction.92

- **Privacy:** The roots of disinformation campaigns draw on behavioral data collection to filter audiences into highly responsive segments that can be isolated and misled. The problem is not objectionable political speech, but rather the exploitation of social data to apply precision propaganda without the knowledge of the user. For this reason, we are focused on the question of whether and how to restrict data collection or ad targeting on political issues and elections-related topics. In addition, there may be useful reforms to the current practice of what constitutes informed consent for the collection and use of data. In the dawning age of AI and autonomous decision-making, it may be that the long absent political will to address the invasiveness of consumer data mining emerges not in response to the harms to personal privacy but to the damage inflicted by behavioral targeting on the body politic.

- **Consumer Protection and Competition Policy:** The sheer size of the user base for the largest internet platform companies—and their market dominance—has raised novel theories of how to analyze and shape their relationship to democracy. They are worthy of careful review. For example, the vertical integration of behavioral data collection and advertising networks in markets with little competition raises questions about how best to inform and protect consumers from harm. These questions, combining concerns about consumer privacy, consumer choice, and the absence of market competition, have recently been raised by European regulators.93 It is a theme that has also been raised in recent commentary from prominent technology leaders.94

- **Freedom of Expression:** Despite our deep concerns about political disinformation, we must be mindful of the privileged role granted to political speech in American law—including anonymous and pseudonymous speech—by the First Amendment and the human right to free expression. There are clear civil liberties and human rights concerns with any regulatory
approach where the state attempts to require platforms to delete or block access to speech—or to hold them liable for such speech—without due process of law, and in general we do not favor such censorship-based approaches.

Towards a New Political Economy for Digital Media

The simple fact that disinformation campaigns and legitimate advertising campaigns are effectively indistinguishable on leading internet platforms lies at the center of our challenge. They use the same technologies to influence people—reaching a share of the national market with targeted messages in ways that were inconceivable in any prior media form. But if the market continues to align the interests of the attention economy with the purposes of political disinformation, we will struggle to overcome it. The path forward is to explore effective ways to limit the exploitation of personal data—social profiles gleaned from online behavior—for the purposes of precision propaganda, isolating and manipulating audiences with commercialized political disinformation. This could be done through limits on data collection, rules about how it is applied, and measures to increase consumer transparency and control. Our task is to chart a course to a new social contract with technology. The technologies of precision propaganda do not distinguish between commerce and politics. But democracies do.

There are no easy answers, and this has not been done before. But the American political resilience has through the ages hinged on our implicit commitment that markets must take a backseat to democracy. A combination of new policies, corporate practices, technical product features, public education, data security, and citizen empowerment will all be needed to achieve this goal.
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